GreenStar library working group meeting.
12.30pm – 2.00pm
18 April 2002
Facilitator: Tania Struzina – Greening RMIT
Ext: 59685 – e.mail: tania.struzina@rmit.edu.au

RSVPs from: (=14 + additional staff from business library)
Charles Barnett, Chris Bradford, Mike Brooks, Helen Butcher, Marcello Dicamillo (pronounced Marchello), Jill Ffrench, Karen Hoggard, Dalith Hudson (pronounced Delit) Carmen Riordan (will arrive bit late), Rebecca Lupton, Sarah Marshall, Sirkka Mitchell, Kiera Perrott, Eve Stocker (leaving 2pm)

Agenda:

12.30 – 1.15pm
- Introduce yourself and say 1 sustainability issue that is important to you in your workplace
- Board brainstorm – strengths and weaknesses of current Library environmental sustainability
- Spheres of influence (+ relationship with Property Services)
- Invitation to ask burning questions about Greening RMIT / property services.

1.15 – 1.30pm
- Lunch & mingle

1.15 – 2.00pm
- Meetings – where, when – how are we going to overcome shift / locational challenges
- Smaller working groups ?(8 –10 ideal size for working group)
- How meetings will be conducted (agenda, facilitator, minutes)
- Next meeting will be to decide aims & objectives of group